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♥ Things to Consider when Choosing/Meeting Your FurBaby!! ♥
I have chosen this day in advance with given notice for many reasons, as it fits with the puppies' schedule,
and all the other babies and kiddies here as well - they already have vet appointments set as well to coincide
with birthdates and therefore take-home dates. I know it can be very difficult with conflicting schedules to
make it in person at times, and some of you will be choosing from another location as far as across the
States I realize, so obviously we will be doing a consult in those cases! (Usually). I am very good at helping
people to choose over the phone with pics if you cannot make it here in person, regardless of how far you
may be or not. :) They are ready to go home that very day, so if we did a choosing day then a pick-up day,
you would be coming in fact twice then, to choose and then to pick-up in a short amount of time. So it rather
works great to choose and take home the same day! I do realize it is a very big deal getting a puppy, and I
have no desire to get you something you do not want - TRUST ME. So let me know ASAP if you will be here in
person that day, or you would like to rather do a phone appt instead. We can conference in other people if
you desire, or I can alter the phone times a bit also if that helps. :) ♥
Consider that if you do have children, this is hugely a parent decision as children will never pick a puppy
for the right reasons, nor would they agree or ever choose the same one if they came here in person, which
always leads to sadness and hurt feelings on again, what should be a happy day. Kids, Children, will ALWAYS
be happy w WHATEVER puppy YOU choose and eventually bring home. It's a puppy! So it is often best to
leave children at home for choosing as it often leads to sadness and upset, rather than the joyous occasion it
is supposed to be. Children typically will choose the crazy puppy or the shy timid one, the exact opposite of
what you as parents would logically choose! You would not ask their advice on choosing a car would you!??
LOL (As a Parent, former Teacher by Profession, and someone who has done this for years now...food for
thought!) If you do decide to bring children, consider their age, and discuss the process with them
beforehand, and let them know that you as parents will be making all final decisions. :) ♥
FINALLY...do NOT get your heart set on just ONE or TWO puppies based on the pictures!!!! Remember,
there may be just one picture most of the time, and for example, consider your children's school picture at
times - sometimes we save them because they are adorable and great - sometimes we save them simply
because they are so "bad" so to say! HAHA! You cannot judge which puppy suits your family best based on
several pictures. You really need to either meet them, or TALK WITH me regarding their personalities! They
are ALL GORGEOUS Puppies that will make wonderful additions to your family! Do not make that mistake of
getting your heart set on just one, or your children set on just one. It really makes NO sense. People that do
come in person RARELY choose the puppy they were "hooked" upon from a few pictures. Please be open
minded. :) ♥
♥ This should be FUN FUN FUN!! Try to let go of any anxieties you may have, and trust that you WILL end
up with the FurBaby of your dreams! NONE of these FurBabies are perfect - I can promise you that! But
one will certainly be perfect for you!! I truly Look forward to meeting you and your families!! ♥

